Four years of precipitation retrievals from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite are compared with data from 25 surface rain gauges on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/ Pacific Marine Environment Laboratory (NOAA/PMEL) Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean Array/Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network TAO/TRITON buoy array in the tropical Pacific. The buoy gauges have a significant advantage over island-based gauges for this purpose because they represent open-ocean conditions and are not affected by island orography or surface heating. Because precipitation is correlated with itself in both space and time, comparisons between the two data sources can be improved by properly averaging in space and/or time. When comparing gauges with individual satellite overpasses, the optimal averaging time for the gauge (centered on the satellite overpass time) depends on the area over which the satellite data are averaged. For 1°ϫ 1°areas there is a broad maximum in the correlation for gaugeaveraging periods of ϳ2 to 10 h. Maximum correlations r are in the range 0.6 to 0.7. For larger satellite averaging areas, correlations with the gauges are smaller (because a single gauge becomes less representative of the precipitation in the box) and the optimum gauge-averaging time is longer. For individual satellite overpasses averaged over a 1°ϫ 1°box, the relative rms difference with respect to a rain gauge centered in the box is ϳ200% to 300%. For 32-day time means over 1°ϫ 1°boxes, the relative rms difference between the satellite data and a gauge is in the range of 40% to 70%. The bias between the gauges and the satellite retrievals is estimated by correlating the long-term time-mean precipitation estimates across the set of gauges. The TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) gives an r 2 of 0.97 and a slope of 0.970, indicating very little bias with respect to the gauges. For the Precipitation Radar (PR) the comparable numbers are 0.92 and 0.699. The results of this study are consistent with the sampling error estimates from the statistical model of Bell and Kundu.
Introduction
The release of latent heat by condensation of water vapor is a major component of Earth's energy budget and one of the main drivers of the global atmospheric circulation. Most of the latent heating and associated precipitation occur in the Tropics. In order to study this critical component of the climate system, the centerpiece of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is a joint U.S.-Japanese satellite that was launched in November 1997 (Simpson et al. 1988) . Its primary mission is to measure precipitation in the Tropics, especially over the tropical oceans, where surface observations are scarce. The TRMM satellite operates in a low-inclination (35°) orbit that precesses with respect to the diurnal cycle with a period of ϳ47 days.
The principal precipitation measuring instruments on the satellite are the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) and the Precipitation Radar (PR). The instruments are described in Kummerow et al. (1998) . The TMI is a multichannel, passive, conically scanning, microwave radiometer. The TMI scans a swath ϳ758 km wide with resolution ranging from ϳ7 km ϫ 5 km to ϳ63 km ϫ 37 km, depending on frequency. The primary precipitation retrievals are based on emission of microwave radiation from raindrops, which appear warm against a cold ocean background. The TMI is less effective over land surfaces due to variations in the surface emissivity. Because of its low altitude and relatively narrow swath, the TMI requires between 1 and 2 days to provide complete coverage of the tropical region. The PR is the first space-based radar designed specifically to measure precipitation. It is a 13.8-GHz, pulsed, cross-track scanning, phased-array system with a swath width of ϳ215 km. The PR provides highresolution vertical profiles of precipitation systems and surface precipitation rates with a resolution of ϳ4.3 km ϫ 4.3 km at nadir. Due to the strong reflection from Earth's surface, the PR cannot measure precipitation rates very close to the ground. Therefore, surface rain rates are inferred from the reflectivity profile above the surface.
Here we compare the precipitation rates retrieved by TRMM with in situ measurements by rain gauges on the Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean Array/Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TAO/TRITON) buoy array in the tropical Pacific Ocean (Hayes et al. 1991; Serra et al. 2001; Phillips 2002; Bowman et al. 2003) . A particular advantage of this dataset for ground truth purposes is that the gauges are not located on islands. Even small islands may have significant effects on local rainfall rates through orographic or surface-heating effects. As a result, island precipitation data may not be representative of rainfall rates over the large expanse of open tropical ocean.
A significant problem with comparing satellite and rain gauge data is that the satellite and surface instruments measure fundamentally different quantities. The TMI, for example, measures the volume-integrated microwave emission within the instrument's instantaneous field of view, from which a surface precipitation rate can be inferred. Because the instrument responds to hydrometeors at different altitudes, there is an implicit averaging time related to the time required for drops to fall to the surface (ϳ10 min). A major limitation of low Earth-orbiting satellites, however, is that they typically view a given location only about once per day. If the desired result is, say, the monthly mean precipitation rate over a region, the poor temporal sampling means that sampling errors will necessarily be a large component of the total estimation error.
Rain gauges, on the other hand, make essentially point measurements in space, usually with relatively high temporal resolution (1 min in this case, averaged to 10 min). While gauges can have good temporal sampling, poor spatial sampling can lead to significant errors in estimates of area-averaged precipitation rates. Comparing the two types of measurement schemes can be challenging. For example, it is frequently the case that TRMM observes precipitation in the area surrounding a rain gauge while it is not raining at the gauge itself. Conversely, because TRMM makes areaaveraged measurements, it tends to average localized high-precipitation regions with nearby regions having lower precipitation rates. The gauges, therefore, occasionally observe short-term rain rates that are much larger than any instantaneous area-averaged values measured by TRMM. In order to compare these different types of observations, it is necessary to devise averaging methods that make the best use of the features of each observing system. This problem has been studied since the initiation of the TRMM mission (Bell 1987; McConnell and North 1987; Shin and North 1988; North and Nakamoto 1989; Bell et al. 1990 Bell et al. , 2001 Bell and Kundu 1996 .
In this study, data from rain gauges on the TAO buoy array are used to investigate the dependence of correlations and sampling error on the space and time averaging applied to the datasets. Serra and McPhaden (2003) also compared TRMM retrievals with gauge data from the Pacific and Atlantic buoy arrays. Here we focus on comparing TRMM and guage data with the statistical model of Bell and Kundu (2003) , which provides a convenient theoretical framework for estimating sampling errors for many different types of sampling schemes.
Data a. TRMM data
For this study we use the TRMM 3G68 version 5 data products, which consist of rain-rate retrievals from instantaneous fields-of-view (IFOVs) of the TMI and PR that are area averaged over 0.5°ϫ 0.5°longitude-latitude grid boxes (ϳ50 km ϫ 50 km in the Tropics). The 3G68 data are not time averaged beyond the short time required for the instrument swaths to sweep through a 0.5°ϫ 0.5°box. As mentioned earlier, there is some implicit time averaging in both retrievals related to the fact that surface rain rates are inferred from precipitation information at altitudes above the surface. For simplicity, TRMM rain retrievals without explicit time averaging (that is, individual overpasses) will be referred to as instantaneous rain rates.
The TRMM retrievals are compared with in situ measurements by rain gauges on the TAO buoy array (details below). As it happens, the locations at which the TAO buoys are moored lie at the corners of the 0.5°ϫ 0.5°3G68 grid boxes. Due to necessary slack in the mooring cables, the buoy positions wander slightly. This causes some uncertainty as to which of the four surrounding 0.5°ϫ 0.5°boxes should be used for comparison. To avoid this problem, we area average the 0.5°ϫ 0.5°3G68 data over larger grid boxes ranging from 1°ϫ 1°to 10°ϫ 10°. The buoys nominally lie at the centers of these larger grid boxes.
The TRMM sampling is somewhat irregular, and as the size of the boxes increases the number of TRMM swaths that include at least a portion of the box also increases. For each satellite overpass, if data are available in any of the 0.5°ϫ 0.5°3G68 boxes that comprise the large boxes, weighted area averages are computed for the large boxes. The weights are the number of pixels (IFOVs) observed by each instrument within each 0.5°ϫ 0.5°box. The weights are saved with the area-averaged data and are also used to weight the data when computing time averages. The 3G68 product includes three separate retrievals: TMI only, PR only, and combined TMI-PR. Results from the combined product are very similar to the PR results, so only results from the TMI and PR are presented here.
Over the 4-yr period used here (1461 days), ϳ1800 TMI observations are available in a 1°ϫ 1°grid box. The number of PR observations is ϳ700 over the same period for the same size box. The number of TMI observations increases to over 4000 for 10°ϫ 10°boxes, although many of the observations consist of swaths through only part of the box. As shown later, however, there are substantial gaps in the buoy data; so the number of close matches between satellite and rain gauge for a particular buoy may be much less than the maximum possible.
b. TAO buoy data
The TAO/TRITON system is an array of moored buoys in the tropical Pacific Ocean operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Pacific Marine Environment Laboratory (Hayes et al. 1991) . The buoys are used to collect oceanographic and meteorological data for monitoring, forecasting, and climate research, particularly El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) studies. Over time, rain gauges have been included in the instrument suites on some of the buoys (Serra et al. 2001) . Figure 1 shows the locations of the 25 buoys equipped with rain gauges that are used in this study. The gauges are R. M. Young capacitance-type gauges that measure the water volume collected in the gauge. Volume measurements are collected at 1-min intervals. Because rain rates are inferred from changes in the water volume of the gauge, noise in the volume measurements can result in small positive or negative rain rates. The noise is partially removed by filtering the volume data with a 16-point Hanning filter to produce smoothed 10-min accumulations (Serra et al. 2001) . Rain rates are then calculated by differencing the filtered 10-min data. The filtering does not remove all instrumental noise, so some small negative values persist in the 10-min rain-rate data. Bell and Kundu (2003) discuss the advantages of using time weighting that depends on the time interval between the gauge observation and the satellite overpass. That refinement is not attempted here. For comparison with the TRMM observations, all available gauge data are averaged using a simple time average within windows of various lengths centered on the satellite overpasses (see later).
Rain gauges in general are thought to underestimate rain due to wind effects at the mouth of the gauge (Koschmieder 1934; WMO 1962; Yang et al. 1998 ). Undercatch errors during windy conditions can be large, the errors are not completely understood, and studies have not addressed the particular problems of rain gauges on ocean buoys (Serra et al. 2001 ).
c. Matching
As discussed earlier, the rain gauges and the satellite instruments make fundamentally different measurements. The gauges provide in situ, high time-resolution measurements at a point. The TRMM instruments make remote, volume-averaged measurements of hydrometeors in the atmosphere, from which the areaaveraged surface rain rate over the IFOV is inferred. By scanning across the orbit track, TRMM can provide a snapshot of the rain rate over an extended region; but those snapshots are taken only about once per day. Thus, both instruments provide only limited samples of the precipitation falling within a region. The rain gauges have good time sampling but poor spatial sampling; while the satellite has good spatial sampling but poor time sampling.
The different character of the gauge and satellite sampling schemes can be seen in Fig. 2 . We wish to estimate the area-averaged time-mean rain rate within the rectangular volume bounded by the thin vertical lines and the start and stop times. The vertical line in the center of the volume represents continuous measurements of precipitation at that point by a gauge. The TRMM overpasses of the region occur at semiregular times. Near the equator these are separated by about a day (light gray swaths). Depending on the TRMM sensor used, the size of the region of interest, and the track of each individual orbit, a TRMM swath may or may not cover the entire region of interest. In the schematic, neither TRMM nor the gauge observes any rain at the time of the first overpass (lower swath). A storm that develops between the TRMM overpasses (dark gray blob) is observed by the gauge, but not by TRMM. At the time of the next overpass (top), TRMM observes rain from a second storm that develops, but at this time it is not raining at the gauge. Figure 2 illustrates some of the fundamental difficulties of comparing the different sensor systems. It is frequently the case that when TRMM observes rain within a region it is not raining at the gauge. Similarly, it often rains at the gauge between TRMM overpasses. Using only gauge data from the time of the TRMM overpass neglects a great deal of information collected by the gauge between satellite overpasses. Similarly, using only the individual pixel that contains the gauge neglects information collected by the satellite at nearby locations. Because rainfall is correlated with itself in both space and time, more information can be obtained by properly averaging the data in space and/or time. Time averaging of the gauge data is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the heavy vertical lines on either side of the TRMM overpasses.
Our goal is to use the available data to achieve the best estimates of the area-averaged time-mean rain rate over a specified region of Earth. We also wish to compare the two precipitation estimates in the most efficient manner possible to determine, among other things, if there are biases between the two observing systems. The simplest method is to compare the longterm time means, as in Bowman et al. (2003) . That provides a zero-order estimate of the bias between the two observing systems, but little information on the contribution of sampling error to the observed bias. In a series of papers, Bell and collaborators have developed a theoretical framework for comparing satellite retrievals with gauge data (Bell and Kundu 1996 Bell et al. 2001) . Bell and Kundu (2003) developed a statistical model of the space-time autocorrelation of surface rain rates and tuned it to data from the Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). Serra and McPhaden (2003) used the methods of Bell and Kundu (2003) to compare seasonal and monthly means. By using the model, it is possible to estimate the optimum relationship between the space and time averaging of the satellite and gauge data. In this paper we use the TRMM and buoy data to empirically estimate the optimal averaging time for differentsized averaging areas and compare them with results in Bell and Kundu (2003) .
Results

a. Data availability
For this study we use all of the available TAO rain gauge data for the first 4 full years of TRMM operation, 1998 TRMM operation, -2001 . Figure 3 shows the availability of PR and buoy data for each buoy location by buoy number. A similar figure for the TMI sensor can be found in Bowman et al. (2003) . The lower bar in each pair is the PR availability. TRMM data is available for the entire 4-yr period with few gaps of more than a day, but sampling is limited to about once per day, as the finescale structure indicates. Note that the sampling pattern depends on latitude.
The solid black bars in Fig. 3 are the periods for which rain gauge data are available at each TAO buoy. The gauges generally operate for long periods with little missing data, but there are lengthy gaps between more-or-less contiguous periods of data. There are also occasional gaps in the buoy data that are not visible at the resolution of Fig. 2 . The gaps are typically only one or two 10-min values, but occasionally range from a few hours to about a day. Only a few gauges were operating at the time of the 1997/98 El Niño. The number of TRMM overpasses for which buoy data is available is given on the right side of the graph for each buoy. This number ranges from 53 (buoy 20) to 614 (buoy 23) and is primarily controlled by the availability of buoy data. Because of its wider swath, the number of TMI matches with buoy data ranges from 136 to 1551.
b. Comparing single overpasses with gauge data
To illustrate the characteristics of the data, we begin with a comparison of TRMM and buoy data at two buoys. Buoy 15 is in a climatologically wet location in the western Pacific (5°N, 165°E). Buoy 3 is in a climatologically dry location along the equator in the central Pacific (0°, 140°W). Both gauges have relatively long data records. For this comparison the TRMM data are averaged over 1°ϫ 1°grid boxes.
Scatterplots of TMI area-mean instantaneous rain rate versus time-averaged gauge rain rate for different averaging times are shown in Fig. 4 are distinctly non-Gaussian, with a large spike at zero and no negative values. Therefore, confidence limits on r, for example, based on Gaussian statistics, would likely be misleading. Because this is a rainy location, the TMI observes rain within this particular 1°ϫ 1°box during roughly half of the TRMM overpasses. As the length of the gauge-averaging window around each TRMM overpass increases, a few of the samples that are missing data at the time of the TRMM overpass find data at nearby times. Therefore, there is a small increase in the number of matches included in the sample (from 1301 to 1314) as the gauge-averaging period increases. Because the included TMI overpasses are almost identical for each averaging period, and the sample size is large, the TMI time-mean rain rate changes very little, ranging from 7.74 to 7.82 mm · day Ϫ1 . For the gauge, however, the results are different. As the averaging period increases, the size of the gauge sample increases substantially and the time-mean rain rate fluctuates from 5.94 to 8.25 mm · day Ϫ1 . With a 10-min averaging period, only a single gauge measurement is included with each satellite overpass. This leads to small sample sizes and large sampling fluctuations. As the the time-averaging period increases, the sample size grows and the sample errors diminish. For averaging times between about 2 and 18 h, the time-mean TRMM and gauge values converge to very close values. For averaging periods longer than 18 h, the means slowly diverge as the gauge increasingly includes rain that is not well correlated with the rain occurring at the time of the satellite overpasses.
In the 10-min gauge data there are a few very large rain rates ranging up to ϳ600 mm · day Ϫ1 . As the gauge-averaging period increases, these rare events tend to get averaged with nearby intervals of lighter rain, and plotted points move toward the left (presumably converging toward the true time mean). The correlation between the buoy and TMI rain rates is shown in Fig. 5a as a function of gauge-averaging time. The correlation rises from 0.37 for 10-min averages to 0.68 for 5-h averages and then falls to 0.27 for 96-h averages. At best, therefore, the gauge explains about 50% of the variance of the TRMM overpasses. Some fluctuations in r occur as the averaging period and sample size change. Note that there is an overlap in the timeaveraging windows for averaging times longer than about a day. These results indicate that for 1°ϫ 1°b oxes at this location the best correlation between the two observations occurs for gauge-averaging times of between 2 and 10 h. Figure 6 is similar to Fig. 4 , but for a dry location outside the ITCZ. The TMI observes rain within this particular 1°ϫ 1°box during Ͻ10% of the TRMM overpasses. The highest rain rate observed by the gauge is Ͻ60 mm · day Ϫ1 . Despite the dramatically different mean rain rate (ϳ0.15 mm · day compared to buoy 15, the correlations between the TMI and rain gauge shows a similar dependence on gauge-averaging time (Fig. 5b) . Once again the maximum correlations occur for gauge-averaging times between about 2 and 10 h.
For each of the 25 buoys, the dependence of the correlation coefficient on the averaging period is shown in Fig. 7 . This result is for 1°ϫ 1°boxes using TMI rain rates. The gauges are arranged in order of time-mean rain rate from wettest to driest. Most of the curves have the same general shape, with a peak between 2 and 10 h. Buoys 20, 1, and 11, are noticeably different from most of the others. Those locations have low mean rainfall rates, and only 20, 48, and 5 nonzero TMI rain values, respectively, in the entire set of matched observations.
To estimate the dependence of the correlation on the averaging period for the dataset as a whole, the curves in Fig. 7 are averaged together, weighted by the number of observations at each buoy. The result, labeled 1°ϫ FIG. 4 . Scatterplots of TMI area-mean instantaneous rain rate versus timeaveraged buoy rain rate for buoy 15 (5°N, 165°E) . Averaging periods range from 10 min to 96 h. The labels within each scatterplot indicate the number of matches with valid data, the number of nonzero TMI rain observations, the means for the buoy and the TMI, and correlation coefficient r. The diagonal line in each plot represents a one-to-one relationship.
1°, is shown in Fig. 8a . Similar curves are shown for averaging areas of 2°ϫ 2°, 5°ϫ 5°, and 10°ϫ 10°. Two main dependencies on area are apparent. First, as the averaging area increases, the correlations decrease. This follows from the fact that as the averaging box gets larger, TRMM observes regions that are farther from the rain gauge. Precipitation in those distant regions is not as well correlated with precipitation at the gauge as is nearby precipitation. The gauge does not observe the variability that occurs at those more distant locations, and the correlations decrease. The second effect of increasing the averaging area is to shift the peak of the correlation curve to longer times. With a larger averaging area, some benefit is gained by averaging the gauge data for longer times. But the longer averaging period cannot make up for the limited spatial coverage of the rain gauge (that is, the curves do not cross). The best correlation between area-averaged rain for 10°ϫ 10°boxes and time-averaged data from a single gauge is only about 0.1. Figure 8b is equivalent to Fig. 8a , but for the PR. The optimum averaging times are similar to the TMI, but the PR correlations are generally lower than TMI for equal averaging areas and times. This is to be expected because the narrower swath of the PR compared to the TMI provides a smaller real spatial sample for a nominal box size, especially for the larger averaging areas.
For a more direct comparison with the results in Bell (2003), we plot the relative error /͗R s ͘ in percent for different gauge-averaging periods. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . The comparison with Bell and Kundu (2003) is not exact because they use a circular averaging area, while we use a longitude-latitude rectangle. 1 A 1°ϫ 1°box is equivalent in area to a circle of radius ϳ62 km.
In Fig. 9 the relative error is somewhat more erratic than the correlations shown earlier in Figs. 5 and 7, but the results are generally consistent between the gauges, particularly for gauges with high mean precipitation rates and large sample sizes (e.g., the top row of graphs in Fig. 9 ). For circles of radius 50-100 km, Bell and Kundu (2003) found relative errors of ϳ150% with the minimum error occurring for gauge-averaging periods of ϳ3 to 15 h. The observational data in Fig. 9 have minimum errors of ϳ200% to 300% and optimum averaging periods of about 10 h. By using their theoretical error model, Bell and Kundu (2003) are able to estimate the error due to sampling alone (i.e., "perfect measurements"). The results in Fig. 9 also include the random measurement errors of both the satellite retrievals and gauges, so it is not surprising that the magnitudes of the relative errors are larger. In addition, the mean rain rate in the GATE data used by Bell and Kundu (2003) to tune their statistical model is ϳ12 mm · day Ϫ1 , which is somewhat higher than the largest values found here. Sampling errors generally decrease as the mean rain rate increases. Tuning their statistical model to TOGA COARE data, where rain rates are typically half that of GATE, Bell found the relative errors to be about twice the GATE values (T. L. Bell 2003, personal communication) . The empirical curves in Fig. 9 are not symmetric and suggest that when choosing an averaging period it is better to choose one that is too long than one that is too short. Bell suggests that this asymmetry is due to the differing dependence on averaging time of the components of 1 With their isotropic mathematical model of the covariance statistics, it is technically easier to evaluate the sampling error for a circular averaging area. The TRMM data are more easily analyzed on a rectangular grid. The differences are not major. the total mean-square error. The mean-square error can be written
where primes indicate deviations from the ensemble mean and var, sig, and corr are the ensemble variance, standard deviation, and correlation, respectively. As the averaging time increases past the optimum value, the correlation starts to decrease, which will make the mean-square error increase. For larger averaging times, however, the variance of the gauge data RЈ g also decreases, which helps keep the mean-square error from increasing so rapidly. The asymmetry of these terms with respect to the optimal averaging time leads to the asymmetry in the overall mean-square error.
c. Comparing time means
Bell and Kundu (2003) also consider the sampling error when comparing monthly means from a satellite and a single gauge (their Fig. 8 ). For a satellite with once-daily overpasses, they estimate the relative sampling error to be on the order of 30% for averaging areas between about 200 and 500 km in diameter. The error increases rapidly for smaller averaging areas. Table 1 is the relative error /͗R s ͘ for 1°ϫ 1°TMI area averages for different averaging windows. For this comparison, all of the available TMI and gauge data are averaged within each sequential N-day period. For buoy 25, for example, there are twenty 32-day periods with data from both the TMI and the gauge. The longterm mean precipitation rate at that buoy is 10.13 mm · day Ϫ1 , and the relative mean-square error is 43%.
2 The errors typically decrease as the averaging time increases, although there are exceptions. For buoys with long data records and higher precipitation amounts, the relative mean-square differences between satellite and gauge are in the range of 40% to 100% for 32-day means. For locations with precipitation rates on the order of a few millimeters per day, the errors range up to ϳ200%. For dry areas and buoys with short records, the errors can be several hundred percent.
The effects of varying the averaging area of the TRMM data on /͗R s ͘ are shown in Table 2 for 32-day (i.e., monthly) means. There are two competing effects occurring here. As the averaging area increases, the size of the TRMM sample increases, reducing the sampling error. But as the area increases a single gauge becomes less representative of precipitation within the area, and the sampling error of the gauge increases. For most of the buoy gauges, increasing the averaging area reduces the relative error. This is especially true for the drier locations (lower half of the table). At the wetter locations the improvements are modest at best, and in some cases the error increases as the averaging area increases.
As a final comparison, we estimate the bias between the satellite and the gauges by comparing long-term time means for the complete set of gauges with time means for the matched 1°ϫ 1°TRMM data, as in Bowman et al. (2003) . Figure 10 shows scatterplots across the 25 gauges, where each point represents the time mean of all matches for that gauge. Five different gauge-averaging periods are shown, 10 min, and 1, 6, 12, and 24 h. There is considerable improvement in the correlations for averaging periods from 10-min to 1 h to 6 h, but there is little improvement beyond 6 h (note that values in Fig. 10 are r 2 , not r). The estimated slope of the least squares fit is given by the value of b. Using the longer averaging times, the bias for this set of gauges, as measured by the correlation from dry to wet regions, is very small for the TMI (ϳ5%). The bias with respect to the PR is larger, ϳ30%. The difference between the two instruments is consistent with other intercomparisons of the TRMM instruments Masunaga et al. 2002) and ground truth studies (Adler et al. 2000 (Adler et al. , 2003 . For averaging periods of 6 h or longer, the scatter is remarkably small.
Summary and conclusions
This study compares precipitation retrievals from the TRMM satellite with in situ measurements by 25 rain gauges located on buoys in the NOAA/PMEL TAO/ TRITON buoy array in the tropical Pacific Ocean (Fig.  1) . The gauges cover a wide range of climatic conditions in the tropical Pacific region, from high precipitation regions in the western Pacific and the ITCZ, to very dry regions in the eastern Pacific and along the equator. The buoy gauges have a significant advantage over island-based gauges for this purpose because they represent open-ocean conditions. Precipitation on islands may be strongly influenced by local topographic or heating effects and may not be representative of precipitation rates over the open ocean. For this study, all of the available TRMM and gauge data for the 4-yr period 1998-2001 are used. Some of the gauges have relatively long, continuous records, while others are short or largely incomplete (Fig. 3) . The satellite and the gauges measure precipitation in very different ways. The TRMM TMI and PR instruments make essentially instantaneous area-averaged measurements with relatively poor time sampling (roughly once daily), while the gauges provide good time sampling but poor spatial sampling (being essentially point measurements). The measurement errors of both the the satellite retrievals and the gauges are not fully understood. Because precipitation is correlated with itself in both space and time, however, comparisons between the two data sources can be improved by properly averaging in space and/or time. Because the gauge network is rather sparse, we have not attempted to combine data from multiple gauges (i.e., to areaaverage the gauge data). Instead, we investigate the value of time averaging the gauge data and space and time averaging the satellite data.
The results show that when comparing gauges with individual satellite overpasses, the correlations are substantially increased by time averaging the gauge data around the time of the satellite overpass. The optimal averaging time depends on the size of the area over which the satellite data are averaged. For 1°ϫ 1°areas there is a relatively broad maximum in the correlation between the two measurements for gauge-averaging periods of about 2 to 10 h. Maximum correlation coefficients are in the range of 0.6 to 0.7. Averaging periods shorter than 2 h or longer than 12 h yield significantly lower correlations. For larger satellite averaging areas, correlations with the gauges decrease because a single gauge becomes less representative of the precipitation in the entire box as the box size increases. For 5°ϫ 5°b oxes, the correlation with a single gauge falls to 0.2 to 0.3, and for 10°ϫ 10°boxes to only ϳ0.1.
The bias between the gauges and the satellite retrievals is estimated by correlating the long-term time-mean precipitation across the set of 25 gauges (Fig. 10) . The climatological-mean precipitation rate for this set of gauges ranges from near 0 to ϳ10 mm · day
Ϫ1
. For the TMI, using the long-term time mean of the 6-haveraged gauge data gives an r 2 of 0.97 and a slope of 0.970. For the PR the comparable numbers are 0.92 and 0.699. These correlations are considerably higher than those obtained using 10-min-averaged gauge data. The bias between the TMI and PR has been noted before in direct comparisons between the two instruments Masunaga et al. 2002) and in comparisons with gauges (Serra and McPhaden 2003; Bowman et al. 2003) .
Processing of the TRMM data with the version 6 algorithm is currently under way. Preliminary results indicate that retrieved TMI time-mean values decrease slightly in the new version, while PR values increase slightly. If this holds true for the entire dataset, the agreement between the TMI and rain gauges will be slightly worse, while the agreement between the PR and gauges will be slightly better. The disagreement between the satellite products will be reduced. Confirmation of these results must await completion of the version 6 processing.
Consistent with the correlations, the rms differences between individual satellite overpasses and timeaveraged gauge data reach a minimum for gaugeaveraging times around 6 h (Fig. 9) . For single overpasses averaged over 1°ϫ 1°boxes, the relative rms difference for those gauges with long records is ϳ200% to 300%. These errors can be reduced by time averaging both datasets. For 32-day means over 1°ϫ 1°boxes located at buoys with long data records, the relative rms difference between the two datasets is in the range of 40% to 70% (Table 1) . Increasing the averaging area leads to mixed results. Relative errors decrease for some gauges and increase for others ( Table 2) .
The results of this study are generally consistent, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with the statistical model of Bell and Kundu (2003) . The rms errors obtained here are somewhat larger than the estimates in Bell and Kundu (2003) , but their analysis considers only sampling error, neglecting the measurement errors in both observing systems. These results support the utility of using Bell and Kundu's statistical model to estimate the sampling errors that would be obtained FIG. 10 . Scatterplots of the long-term time means over all available data for the satellite and the gauges. The TRMM averages are for 1°ϫ 1°areas. For the gauges, five different averaging times are shown: 10 min, and 1, 6, 12, and 24 h. Each graph contains 25 points, one for each gauge. The light diagonal line is the one-to-one relationship. The heavier line is the least squares linear fit. Labels in each graph give the values of r 2 and the slope b of the best fit line.
with more frequent satellite observations (i.e., multiple satellites) or denser gauge networks. Due to the relatively sparse distribution of gauges in the TAO/ TRITON array, it is not possible to evaluate the benefits of having multiple gauges with a satellite averaging box. It would be useful, though expensive, to have at least a few regions with denser buoy gauge networks to better understand how improved gauge sampling would improve the ground truth estimates.
